An apple for the teacher

A look around our local schools at some innovative methods, what teachers want their students to learn and why they see value in what they are doing
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Upper Township Middle School: Courtney Haugh

For pupils feeling the pressure, helping them find internal happiness and peace.
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Veterans Memorial School: Christina Lunde

Providing kindergarteners love to build a good foundation for future learning
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Dems say Van Drew must give cash back

Professor set to seek seat in Congress
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Ocean City Intermediate School: Cholehna Weaver

World traveler takes her students along for the trip, teaches them along the way
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Above, Ocean City Intermediate School teacher Cholehna Weaver. At right, David C. Douglas Veterans Memorial School teacher Christina Lunde in Lower Township.

Mac supports Stockings for Recruits
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Rusty Nail

ALOHA 2020

NEW YEAR’S EVE BEACH BASH - TUESDAY DECEMBER 31
NYE Party including Appetizers, Open Bar, Party Hats & Champagne Toast at Midnight, Live Music by the Smooth Edge Band 9:30 pm – 12:30 am | $65 per person

Tickets & Info: rustynailcapemay.com
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As left, Upper Township Middle School teacher Courtney Haugh. Above, Belhaven Middle School teacher Angela Buckberg, left, with teacher Marilee Sobrinski, right, and students Matthew Litow and Abby Chan.

Belhaven Middle School: Buckberg, Sobrinski

Belhaven Baristas helps students learn skills needed to become independent
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"I can’t image doing anything else.

Rustynail, 29, who grew up in Lower Township attended a 4 year program at Montclair Regional High School, and teacher Mattheis Sobrinski, 30, a graduate of Ocean City High School from Upper Township, work with special education students.

See Bellhaven, page A2
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